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Probably the number one reason we hear about is why people don't do yoga I'm not flexible enough for that. But that's part of why you go to yoga! Yoga is ideal for increasing flexibility. With that in mind, we've compiled an amazing list of articles and videos about yoga to increase flexibility. So if you want
to start yoga but don't think you're flexible enough, or if you're an experienced practitioner and are looking for that extra little push, this list is for you. Enjoy! What being inflexible has taught me about flexibility I'm not very flexible. I'll admit it. Being a yoga teacher, it creates problems for me. But don't have
the problems you expect. Read more often... How to balance strength with flexibility I have often found that people who are flexible lack strength and vice versa. When it comes to yoga, you can use your flexibility to raise your strength and your strength to work on flexibility. Read more often... 4 Simple
yoga poses to improve your FlexibilityClearly, a flexibility fitness element that many people tend to neglect. If you are looking for ways to improve flexibility, yoga is perhaps the most effective exercise to achieve this. Read more often... Beginner Yoga Poses for Increased Flexibility (VIDEO) If your goal is
to have an asana practice that will allow you to have the strength, control and flexibility to do all these poses, the best place to start is with multiple beginner yoga poses. Read more often... How to increase neck flexibility? These days, tons of people are experiencing more and more neck difficulties.
Because of the lifestyle we have (with a lot of driving and computer use), our necks get tight. We keep a lot of stress and stress there. Read more often... 5 Yoga poses to enlarge the back and neck Of FlexibilityMillions people complain of back and neck pain as a result of using a mobile phone and
computer, heavy backpacks, and a host of physical exertion that compromises the health of the spine. Read more often... 12-minute beginner flexibility class (VIDEO) Looking for that extra bit of flexibility? If that sounds like you, then look no further than this 12 minute rookie Flexibility class with Christine
McGee! Read more often... Yoga for strength and flexibility with Faith HunterStrength and flexibility are among the most important factors when it comes to feeling comfortable and confident in your body. In this course, Vera Hunter created the perfect combination and marriage of the two. Start here ... If
you wannayou're in the right placeAbout Us We've spent years curating and creating content, resources and products to meet you wherever you are, regardless of your level of experience (or flexibility). We have used these resources ourselves to greatly improve our flexibility, take our yoga practice to the
next level, and now we are sharing our best tips with you here. The best place to start by capturing our e-books, our books, our community and tweaking your intentions. If you're just starting out, we recommend that you start with the Flexibility and Yoga Guide, where we'll teach you tips, modifications, and
progressions in basic yoga poses with postural breakdowns and streams. From there you can work your way to the Handstand Guide, where you learn how to build strength, alignment, and balance-in-hand balances and inversions. We can't wait to see your stunning before and after photos. We can't wait
until you feel better in your body and mind. And if it's in your future, we can't wait to see your adorable puppy and baby yoga photos. Let's get started! You can do it! You're excited about yoga. You know what it can do for your body and mind. You see friends and influencers on social media showing off
their adorable puppy and baby yoga photos, their mind-blowing transformation photos and some seriously body-bending poses. And you're like, I want to twist my body like a pretzel! What's the problem? You just don't know where to start. We'll find out. Because we were there. Whether you are a
beginner of yoga, yoga returns to regular practice or you just want to use yoga to overcome trauma or give yourself a mental and emotional outlet, starting can feel daunting or intimidating. We're here to help You Transformation starts Hereebookson saleALLEverything in shopbundle and save! Core,
Handstand, and Flexibility e-book BundleNow: $33.49 Usually: $66,971Join our community, following us on Instagram, By subscribing to our newsletter or capturing a copy of our ebooks.2Set your intentions set your goals, get a clear idea of your vision and make a conscious decision to make a positive
change in your life.3Experience Transforming Lee Your goal is to make splits, improve the rack on your hands or just be able to touch your feet freely, we will help you transform your body, focus your mind and change your life.start your ability to move your joints. Your flexibility is controlled by the central
nervous system and embodies the connection between your mind and body; When you improve your physical flexibility, you also improve your mental/emotional flexibility! This guide will not only help your joints, but also teach you how to breathe, gives the suggested streams, and provides you with
detailed instructions to get into poses safely and avoid injury. I am very pleased with the guidance Liz has created you can tell that she put in a lot of hard work, passion and dedication in her practice and now the book is for us! I can't wait to start and grow, maybe one day I'll be as good as her! This guide
is so helpful my travels for flexibility, health and inspiration! The book is wonderfully formatted... The tutorial pictures are clear and easy to follow... I Am I what, why and how it's included for each subject.... 10/10 would recommend! This is the first guide to flexibility I've ever bought and after browsing
through it, I'm really glad I did. It's detailed and makes everything very clear to understand ... Thank you for not wanting the time to create this guide. WORTH EVERY PENNY!@Miz.liz is a vegetable yoga teacher RYT-200, registered nutritionist, influential and certified instructor AcroYoga. She started
doing yoga more than 12 years ago - and although it was purely a physical practice, she quickly changed her life mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Its ultimate goal is to make yoga accessible to all so that they can experience all the benefits and achieve their goals. Her fun, light-hearted teaching style
helps people of all ages start yoga anytime and anywhere, regardless of their flexibility or practice level! Follow her on IG @miz.liz What steps you've taken to get flexible, and how many times you practice yoga a week, and what tips you can give to beginners who have tight hips and who are inflexible.
You read the free 38 preview page not shown in this preview. You read free preview pages from 42 to 46 do not appear in this preview. Do you know ... Most yoga postures demonstrate rather than develop flexibility Nutrition plays a huge role in your body's response to stretching a whopping 50 percent of
your flexibility benefits come from your nervous system rather than your muscles When it comes to flexibility, teachers often practice different postures than what they teach you in classes if you have tight hamstrings, locked hips, and painful lower back; if you have tried yoga and stretching exercises but
have not seen many results, then there is a very good chance that I can help you. My name is Lucas Rockwood and I am now a yoga teacher and trainer of teachers, but I was a tough office worker who couldn't even touch his feet rather than a long shot. I tried yoga classes, at-home videos, and read half
a dozen human anatomy books, but nothing worked. Every day I suffered from your typical stretching exercises, convincing myself that it was worth it, but I didn't get any results. When you're tough, it seems like you're trapped in your own body. Since you're reading this today, maybe you can relate to this
stuck feeling in yoga, during other physical activities you love, or even when you're just trying to sit cross-legged on the floor. Before I discovered gravity yoga, I had the mobility of someone in his 70s (until I in my early 20s). People tend to get tougher as they age, obviously, but I couldn't imagine losing
more mobility, so I became determined to find a solution. The best benefits of functional flexibility Most of the students I work with today are disappointed because they they Lose your main range of motion, such as the ability to bend forward on your hips, squat deeply, and fasten your hands behind your
back. By the time most people reach adulthood, not only have they stopped playing as a child, they have lost the functional flexibility needed to squat and lift boxes or baby from the floor, hang from monkey bars, cross their legs, sit on the floor, and move freely in their favorite sports. The good news is that
you can regain lost flexibility (and often much, much more) and the benefits that you will experience go far beyond the yoga mat. That's why flexibility matters: Less athletic injuries. Let's be clear: hard muscles don't cause injuries, bad motion patterns do. When you are tight and unbalanced, your body
creates a get around that you are in trouble. For example, people with tight hips and hamstrings often outwardly rotate their hips and shake their legs when they walk or run. People with stiff psoa muscles often swing their backs and stick them out. People with dense shoulders are often in constant
foreboding. These imbalances lead to lower back, neck and knee injuries, among others. The number one reason people stop working, going to the gym, or doing activities they love is because they get injured and lose momentum. Once you stop exercising, many people will never go back to it. The good
news is that with an intelligent self-service flexibility training regimen, you can move to a balanced body and reduce the risk of injury for life. Reduce back, neck and body pain. Joint pain, muscle soreness, and cramps can be reduced (and even eliminated) with intellectual mobility training. Your body is
designed to express itself with a wide range of motion, and the more you click on these natural patterns, the more pain and pain sedentary life disappears. Many are surprised to learn that lower back pain is often the result of stiff hip flexors, that neck pain can be associated with locked shoulders, and that
their hamstrings can cause dozens of pain in the body. Be more active. Whether you love yoga, skiing, mountain biking, or just being able to throw a frisbee around in the park when your body is open and suspended, everything works and feels better. The movement is getting fun again. Improved
circulation. Many people assume heart strength is the only factor influencing circulation, but it is a simplification. Your body's vascular system is huge and its capillaries are so huge and so small that they are constantly affected by your movements (or lack thereof). Because stiffness is often systemic,
tightness in the back of your legs can mean that your circulation is impaired and connective tissue. Flexibility training unlocks stuck areas and helps naturally improve whole body circulation. Travel in comfort. A huge part of the discomfort you you you from long trips by car and plane due to poor mobility.
When you regain your natural flexibility, it becomes easier and more comfortable to sit for long periods of time, and yes, even with your feet crossed on the floor (this has always been huge for me). Improving sleep. Muscle cramps, poor posture, and abnormal patterns of breathing can be significantly
reduced with proper pre-bed stretching exercises. Many believe that in just 15 minutes of gravity yoga before bedtime, they sleep deeper and wake up refreshed. The tone of your nervous system. When your nerves are blocked by shortened tissues, it can physically disrupt the free flow of electrical energy
throughout the body. Conversely, when you increase flexibility, you turn your body into a superconductor for energy. It can improve proprioception worldwide, but the deepest benefits are often experienced in the hands, feet, wrists and shoulders. It's better to love life. There is no need to explain how
flexibility can help in this department; You can use your imagination. My story: I was embarrassed I remember going to a crowded party in New York in 2002. There were no chairs left, so my friend suggested we sit on the floor, and why not? Sitting on the floor is a perfectly normal person, except that, like
most people, I haven't sat on the floor since elementary school. That's where it got funny. The girl I was with was an avid yoga student, so she flipped one leg over the other while sitting in a Lotus position, as if it were the easiest thing in the world. But me? My hips were so tight, I couldn't sit on the ground
without my knees leaning against my chest and my back curled up like a quasimodo. After 10 minutes, I was literally sweating in discomfort, red-faced, and awkward. It was so obvious that I was suffering that the guy sitting next to me started teasing me about my hard hips. It sounds like a trifle, but it was
a moment of truth to me. I realized I had let myself go, and I needed to do something about it. I was 23 with the flexibility of a 73-year-old and my rigidity affected my life. That night, I did some special self-test at home to see how tough I was. I started by checking my profile in the mirror, and immediately
noticed that my standing posture was terrible. I had lower back pain while driving, sitting on planes, and at work in my office chair- I constantly had to get up and walk to work out the kinks in my neck. I wasn't in shape by any means, but I went to the gym and workout. All I've done is ride elliptical and lift on
some weight machines, but I'm still getting minor injuries. When I leaned forward, my hands reached only halfway down my shins; I couldn't reach my ankles, much less my legs. Backbends are out of the question, and my hips like two big blocks of ice. All that aside, I knew there had to be a way to fix it. I
knew it was soft soft problem, not a bone problem, so I went on a mission to find a solution. It's not too late to ask yourself: What if the first thing in the morning, I could bend over and put the palm of my hands flat on the floor in a forward bend? What if you could sit cross-legged without backing for an hour
in the middle of the room without any discomfort? What if you could twist 180 degrees, do a full backbend with straight hands, and fasten your hands behind your back in a shoulder stretch? All these movements sounded impossible to me during my crunch of flexibility, but now I know that they are the
main movements that can be relearned by anyone who is willing to set aside 15 minutes a day for flexibility training and add specific micronutrients to their diet to support their tissues. The right flexibility is the preparation and proper nutrition where you will find the biggest results. Why yoga classes often
fail (for flexibility) There is a stereotype that yoga classes are all about flexibility, but it almost never happens. Most classes focus on strength, balance, breathing, concentration and connection between mind and body. Flexibility is definitely on the list, but it's usually at the bottom of the priority list in most
classes. I didn't know this, so I became a yoga maniac, going to classes every day. Other students seemed pretty suspended, so I thought it was logical to sign up for a membership. Much to my surprise, after a few weeks of suffering through classes, I did not achieve noticeable results. Don't get me
wrong, I loved yoga. I felt calmer, my balance improved and I even lost weight; but I was still tough as a board and didn't see that changing any time soon. Then I met this weird guy named Anthony. Anthony was my age and attended classes with me at a hot yoga studio in Soho, New York. Anthony and I
started with the same size of bodies and the same ability (which was not really the ability), but after just four weeks, Anthony was on fire. He was losing weight very quickly and getting strong and flexible, and I was lucky enough to do it through stand-up series without getting nauseous and falling. And in
terms of my flexibility stretching? Forget it, I didn't go anywhere. In yoga, you have to stay focused, but I couldn't help but watch. After six weeks, Anthony can lie flat against his shin in forward bends, cross his legs in full lotus, and go three times as deep as I could in the backbends. He jumped from rookie
to intermediate very quickly. Whatever he did, it worked; and what I was clearly not doing. Finally, I had to say something. After two painful months of hot yoga torture (I was going every day), I finally got up nervous to invite Anthony for pizza after class (that was before I learned how to eat properly for
flexibility). Anthony reluctantly he ate nothing during our meeting, he told me three secrets of stretching flexibility that I later learned were true to almost everyone. Anyone can become Wow Flexible what most people consider extreme flexibility-splits, Full Lotus, Wheel Pose- is actually just a natural range
of motion. If you doubt it, spend the day with any six-year-old and you will realize that we were all naturally flexible, we just lost it. Wow factor shouldn't be wow at all. This should be normal, but we all allow ourselves to get to a ridiculous state of inflexibility, where basic tasks, such as tilting, involve
stretching. You don't become flexible going to yoga classes It was a real revelation to me. I used to think yoga was all about stretching and flexibility, but Anthony taught me that most yoga poses demonstrate rather than develop flexibility. Yoga is an holistic health practice, he told me. If you're tough, you
don't need yoga. You have to stretch! After struggling through daily yoga classes for two solid months, this was the last thing I wanted to hear, even though I knew it was true from the experience. Despite all my efforts and commitment, my stretching flexibility has barely improved at all. Pizza makes you
stiff Well, not just pizza, but nutritious poor food in general. Anthony told me: You can eat junk food and improve, but if you want to increase your flexibility stretching fast, you should eat better and take care of your micronutrients. He said: To think that if you stretch more you will become more flexible as
they say, if you eat less, you will lose weight. Theoretically, it's true, but in the real world, it just doesn't work that way. To lose weight, you have to eat right, and to become flexible, you have to stretch right and get the proper nutrients. I could tell Anthony was fed up with my questions, but before he left, he
recorded a series of clumsy yoga poses that he claimed he practiced every night before going to bed for about 15 minutes. It also made me a list of dietary supplements-most I've never heard of before. What Anthony was doing seems so simple to me now, but at the time it was mind-blowing. Here's a
brief summary: Long hold, passive stretching for at least 15 minutes before bedtime Breathing a certain way to train the nervous system There are whole foods, mostly plants Taking a specific stack of supplements to help in connective tissue health Gravity YogaAlutant at home Flexibility Training in 15
minutes a day Designed for yoga students, athletes, office workers, and busy parents, it's step by step , five days a week routine you can do before bedtime to systematically help you regain functional flexibility. Gravity Yoga Video Series (Digital Access) - Value: $49.95 This program of five Designed to
practice days a week, and each day focuses on a specific target area. Your job is to roll out the yoga mat, click the game, and take 15 minutes before going to bed to transform your body. Online broadcast or fast download is available for playback on any device. VIDEO PROGRAM Full Gravitational Yoga
Video Bonus Program! Pose Chart Bonus! Deep Sleep Breath Audio Bonus! Warm-Up Moon Squats Video Normal Price: $49.95SAVE $10! Just $39.95 FREE Bonuses ($97.85 Value!) (included in all packages) Pose Chart (PDF) Normal Price: $9.95 FREE! Print this or just access it from your phone or
computer for quick links in your daily stretches. Many people find that after a while, they still use video, but sometimes they just grab this handy chart pose. Format: Online PDF Report Yoga Breath Guide (digital)Normal Price: $9.95 FREE! Yoga Breathing is extremely effective for waking you up,
balancing your nervous system, or putting you to sleep, but most yoga breathing books and exercises are challenging. In this short PDF guide, you'll learn about Water, Whisky, and Coffee Breathing for taking control of your nervous system. No experience required, quick and safe to learn at home.
Format: Online PDF Report Warm-Up Moon Squat Video (Digital)Normal Price: $9.95 FREE! From moon squats to bows and arrows, these warm-ups will warm your ankles, knees, hips and shoulders. These dynamic stretches are perfect for getting you ready to launch. Follow Lucas Rockwood in this
simple but effective pre-workout you can do anywhere. Format: Online PDF report 30-day stretching coaching! (private message w/Lucas) Normal price: $69.95 FREE! As the owner of the flexible kit, you will get 30 days of unlimited questions with Lucas via a direct message on Instagram. Have questions
about a particular pose? Need modification or extra help? Just ask. We will contact you usually within 48 hours, and other students will help, too. Format: Instagram direct messages 100% Guarantee Of SatisfactionIf for any reason (or no reason at all), you are unhappy with this program, just send it back
for a full, no hassle refund at any time during the first year. There is no catch or difficult process to go through. We stand behind all our products unconditionally, so you can try the program without risk and decide for yourself. Anthony's nervous system and yoga compound developed his approach to extra
training flexibility after seeing a number of doctors who tried to treat a nerve disease that sometimes caused his entire right side to numb. It was a strange condition that no one could understand. failed to cure the nervous problem, but along the way, Anthony was introduced to some of the very interesting
nutrition studies and movement practices for the health of the nervous system. I didn't know it then, but as much as 50 percent of your determined by your nervous system, not your muscles! Don't get me wrong, Anthony told me. Yoga has done me more good than the seven treatment specialists
combined, so keep going to class. But if you want to improve your flexibility, do those extra stretches every night, skip pizza, and try some of the food supplements I've written down for you. My life as a yoga Guinea Pig that night, I went online and ordered a dozen different supplements that Anthony
recommended. Some of them were very difficult to find and had to be shipped from abroad. Others were quite common, but I found huge differences in cost and quality. Overall, it took about three weeks before I had everything I needed to get started, but once I started going I never stopped. I followed
Anthony's flexibility training program exactly as he instructed. It really only takes 15 minutes a day and you do it right before bedtime, so it's easy to fit into your schedule. I started eating a plant-based diet and supplementing the micronutrients Anthony recommended, and the results came very quickly. In
less than 30 days, I added six inches to my front bend, slid my feet into a full lotus for the first time (only barely), and even practiced the wheel to pose with straight hands. In the office, people laughed at me when I bent over to pick up the handle off the ground, I was always that tough guy, but with
Anthony's simple system, I doubled my stretching flexibility and it felt amazing as adding an extra room to my house. And it didn't stop there. Imagine waking up in the morning and being able to fold forward completely flat against your feet. What if your lower back was loose, limber, and painless all the
time? What if your hips were open enough for you to sit on the floor with your legs crossed without any discomfort? Flexible people sleep better, suffer from fewer injuries, build muscle lighter, dance better, and have higher self-esteem. Also, Bendy people are better at sports and they are even better in
bed. Here's what I learned. There are two types of people: those who have always been suspended and those who can't even touch their feet without their hamstrings screaming and their lower back igniting in pain. Since you are reading this, I assume you are in the second category as I was, but the good
news is that you can go back to your natural state. When I started using this system, I noticed a change within a few days, and within a month, other people could see my body transform. Within a year I felt that I had a completely new body. And the best part, since 2007, I've now helped over 51,000
people double, triple, or even quadruple their flexibility with the same method. Why nutrition matters there's a reason why bodybuilders eat loads of protein and endurance athletes suck sweet gels-it does better in their individual sports. Almost every practice movement in the world has a preferred diet, but
the traditional yoga diet of bread, milk, beans and rice is a complete disaster for health and flexibility. In an ideal world, it would be great if we all ate a perfectly balanced, micronutrient-dense diet and drank spring water laden with minerals. But we don't. Micronutrient deficiencies are most common with
mass agriculture, as mass-produced products are synonymous with foods that are low in micronutrients. Food today is grown by calories and taste, not nutrients. Earth soils are abused to the brim of infertility, and as a result we have an abundance of products that are loaded with calories but light on trace
elements. I'm talking about vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients, enzymes and all kinds of other compounds that we have yet to detect or fully understand. For yoga students, the micronutrients that really matter. These micro- or small nutrients are essential for the health of your body's connective tissues. For
example, sulfur, magnesium, vitamin C and essential fats are crucial for soft tissue health. Flexibility training is a subtle energy work and very demanding to your body. A protein shake or energy gel is not ideal for yoga students. Green juice, rich in gray vegetables, omega-3, vitamin-laden fruit... These are
the products of yoga students. Gravitational Yoga: Long-Hold, Passive Stretch marks When I first started stretching, I wish someone would tell me that muscles stretch best when they are relaxed. It seems obvious now, but I never thought about it to the end. This concept is important if you are serious
about increasing flexibility, so I'll say that again: muscles stretch best when relaxed. This means that when you are in the middle of a dynamic motion, whether it's running or doing Warrior i, it's very unlikely your soft tissue will lengthen. This can happen, but it is a very slow process and much less effective
than when you are completely relaxed. Gravitational yoga includes long, dead-end poses in a completely passive position. That's why it's important. If you are looking to transform shortened tissue (hard hamstrings, locked hips, stiff shoulders), your training flexibility should include passive, long hold
stretches with appropriate breathing to turn off the stretching reflex of your nervous system. We want your body to be like wet noodles. You want to turn on the parasympathetic nervous system and then gently lengthen the soft tissues. It is so effective that within five minutes, you will see and feel a sharp
difference in range of motion from first session. During the week, you will make lasting changes, and within 30 days, your body will look and feel markedly different in different poses. Here are the basics of gravity yoga: Long hold poses are essential to turn off off reflex and gently lengthen the soft tissue
while disconnected nose-to-mouth breathing with a 1:1 or 1:2 ratio down regulates your nervous system and allows your body, to soften the flexibility of training should be done after any other type of exercise and ideally, before going to bed, because you never want to loosen the joints before training you
have to meet or beat your passive stretch to spend once a day to incite change, otherwise your body will naturally get out of the posture before any lengthening occurs My most successful yoga students practice for 15 minutes a day, right before bedtime. All you need is enough space to roll out the mat,
stopwatch (use the phone) and you're ready to go. There is nothing magical or mystical about this practice, so if you want to stretch while you listen to music or watch your favorite show, go straight ahead. NOTE: Gravitational yoga has nothing to do with warm-up stretches, dynamic or ballistic stretching
you probably learned in a gym class as a child. It is an intense, measured flexibility training that is focused on specific areas of the body and you will immediately feel the difference. Your five-day flexibility training schedule: MondayHamstrings2 Yoga Presents WednesdayShoulders3 Yoga Presents
FridayWrists, Twists, Ankles3 Yoga Poses That's what students say. I encourage every yoga/yogi to try this product. Yes, it's so good! - Tunde Martinez (yoga student) Thank you! I already notice the difference. I have knees and ankles that get very stiff and sore, and in fact, I had two knee surgeries over
a decade ago. Now I notice less repetitive stiffness and more range of motion. I feel like I need less time to warm up. - Eric S. (yoga student) I have been doing yoga for almost three years, and Ashtanga is my favorite practice. Although I have a fairly flexible body, I sometimes get pain or pain in my
hamstring. Also, I found it difficult to do Marichyasana D alone. I can make Marichyasana D right now and I feel that my back benches can be even more in-depth. However, I don't feel any pain even after a strong practice. My body can recover very quickly! It's amazing! - Maisie Chan (yoga student) I
have had tremendous success flexibility in the 12 weeks I have used this product and Gravity Pose techniques. I was even able to join the fitness center to do extra resistance training. I am 62, have had 2 serious spinal injuries aged 16 and 28, and 7 spinal surgeries (3 lumbar, 4 cervix) in the past 44
years, along with a number of other invasive procedures Thanks to YOGABODY I do better every day! - Luigi (yoga student) I do my gravity stretches every morning. I love the CD as it contains simple instructions and at the same time makes me feel as if taking a class in a group. I started doing yoga
about 20 years ago and I was pretty flexible and bendy. Then I left and lost a lot of movement. Some of the gravity poses help me feel like I can still move freely without feeling pain or tension. My job gives me pain in my neck, back and legs. After a few weeks of gravitational yoga, I didn't feel pain in my
neck, my back hurts less and my legs became lighter. I used to find it pretty hard to walk. After about 100 meters I wanted to stop, sit, relax. Now I go at least 7 km a day and feel good. Thank you very much! I feel like life is coming back to my body. - Galina (yoga student) I use your gravity poses to
loosen my hips and they have done wonders for me. I can sit in a lotus pose for about 1 hour without much discomfort. - Stephen McConnell (yoga student) I am so grateful for the YOGABODY Handbook. This will certainly deepen the benefits of my Bikram practice. Again a big thank you and Namaste. Barbara (Bikram yoga student) Stretch marks you outlined in your guide to Work Miracles. Lately I've found that if I bike my butt off and break a good sweat, then doing your long holds, my bad hamstring seems to improve much faster. - Chris Waldron (Bikram Yoga Teacher) Gravity poses are amazingly
effective, after just a week I feel the difference! - Marianne Huus Myen (yoga student) I received the YOGABODY Handbook about 10 days ago and I have been using gravity poses every day (sometimes twice a day) since then. I must admit that this program far exceeded my expectations! I am 56 years
old and have been practicing yoga since I was 14. The problem is that I (was) as tough as a board, and that yoga has always been a struggle for me because I've always been so far from posture that I couldn't relax and benefit from it. So I had long periods of despondency, and I felt like I got nothing,
even after years. At least until I ask for your gravity poses. I think something of a miracle is starting to happen! Gravity represents work- and damn good! For the first time in my life I see and feel progress! I obviously have to put in the work and give time for more progress, but I trust the method and I know
that it will work wonders with a little patience, because I already feel quite differently, I would say more free. It's a great product, Lucas. God bless you! - Paul Belizere (yoga student) I am 30 years old, and since the age of 16 I belong to Yogi Sadhan Ashram. I am also a yoga coach and I have used the
ashram for my daily yoga practice since I was 12 years old. I used to be very healthy naturally, but when I turned 23, I became very busy and focused on my studies, marriage and career. I stopped training every I couldn't even make Padahastasana. My weight jumped to 83kg and I I Very tough. I once
found your site and read all your articles. It took two days, but I was convinced and changed my diet. I bought spirulina, MSM, chlorella, stopped eating fast food and started eating more raw vegetables like spinach, kale, and some vegetable products. I too have been a coffee boy before, but I cut it out. In
a month I lost 10 kg and now I can do CHAKRA ASAN - can you believe it? Thank you so much! - Sanjeev (yoga student) O MeI'm yoga teacher, trainer, podcast host, nutrition coach, yoga studio owner, and father of two children. I started my journey through yoga, probably very much like you. I struggled
with my health and yoga seemed to offer a holistic way for me to find my way back to balance. Flexibility is just one aspect of yoga, of course, but for me when I was stuck, it was the most important thing. Once my body opened up, I could work on strength, arm balances, stress release, and breathing
control, but it happened later. I can easily be found online on social media and if you are in Barcelona, please come to take a class with us in the studio. Practicing yoga is my passion and teaching my career. I hope my experience and knowledge help you advance towards your fitness body goals. Get
Started Right Now Gravity Yoga has been transformational for tens of thousands of students around the world, and it is one of the most popular classes that we teach in my studios. So if you feel stuck in your practice and your flexibility, my suggestion is to just get started. Obviously, what you've been
doing so far doesn't work, so it's time to try a new approach. Remember that all purchases come with a 100 percent guarantee of reverse money. It's only rewarding for us if you get the results. Since video training is part of this program is online streaming (or download), you will get access instantly. This
means that you can start on 15 minutes of daily stretching programs right away, this evening, no need to wait another day. Thank you for your interest in YOGABODY and I look forward to helping you double your flexibility. Stay Bendi, Lucas RockwoodFounder of YOGABODY P.S. Some students get
really ambitious and want to stretch for 30 or even 60 minutes a day. You can certainly do this, it's helpful, but I encourage you to focus on the 15 minutes a day commitment first. Stretching is most effective when done regularly rather than here and there for long sessions. Daily practice is where the
magic lies. Time to roll out you mat! VIDEO PROGRAM Full Gravitational Yoga Video Bonus Program! Pose Chart Bonus! Deep Sleep Breath Audio Bonus! Warm-Up Moon Squats Video Normal Price: $49.95SAVE $10! Just $39.95 100% Guarantee Of Satisfaction Guarantee inflexibleyogis flexibility
guide pdf. inflexibleyogis flexibility guide pdf free
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